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Letter I1 Roger Huff 
June 5, 2020 

Response I1-1 
The comment requests that the Draft EIR files provided on the TCPUD website be provided in a different format and 
expresses that it is difficult to share the files because of their sizes and that they are separate files. The files were 
provided in this manner as each chapter or resource section of the Draft EIR is in its own file. Additionally, the 
complete document was provided as a single file. A paper copy was also made available for review outside of the 
TCPUD offices in Tahoe City. At the time the Draft EIR was released, public facilities, including libraries, were not open 
to the public due to the COVID-19 pandemic emergency; thus, additional paper copies of the Draft EIR could not be 
provided at multiple locations. TCPUD made a reasonable effort to make the Draft EIR readily available in different 
formats for public review. The comment does not provide any specific alternative suggestions for how the files could 
be made available. No further response is required. 
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Letter I2 Marguerite Sprague 
June 8, 2020 

Response I2-1 
The comment includes communication between the author of the comment letter and TCPUD regarding access to 
the Draft EIR files on the TCPUD website. The comment acknowledges that they were ultimately successful in 
accessing the files on the website. This comment does not raise environmental issues or concerns regarding the 
adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. No further response is required. 
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Letter I3 Joe Hennessey 
June 8, 2020 

Response I3-1 
The comment expresses concern that the Project would move the entrance/access point to Polaris Road. The comment 
states that due to existing traffic volumes along this roadway and pedestrians using this roadway to access the nearby 
schools, the addition of Project-generated traffic to this roadway will result in unsafe pedestrian conditions.  

Please see Master Response 1: Transportation Safety. The comment does not provide any data or evidence to contradict 
the conclusions of the transportation analysis related to roadway safety in the Draft EIR. Therefore, no further 
response is necessary. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of 
the Project. 
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Letter I4 Alex Lesser 
June 9, 2020 

Response I4-1 
The comment requests that the July 17 public meeting and July 24 public comment deadline be pushed back and 
expresses the belief that these deadlines are unreasonable given the current pandemic and social issues. As noted in 
Section 1.2, “Public Review Process,” of this Final EIR, the Draft EIR was circulated for a 50-day public review and 
comment period. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15105(a) states that the public review period shall not be less than 
45 days. Thus, the public review period for the Draft EIR exceeds the minimum review period requirements. The 
Draft EIR was released on June 5, 2020. providing 43 days for the public to review the document prior to the July 17 
meeting, with an additional 7 days for the public to review the document until the comment close date of July 24. The 
50 days provided for public review was greater than the minimum length for public review of a Draft EIR. By the close of 
the review period, TCPUD received 80 comment letters on the Draft EIR. The public comment review period was not 
further extended in response to this comment for these reasons and because it is generally expected that this amount of 
time would be sufficient for someone in the general public to access, review, and provide comment on the Draft EIR.  
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Letter I5 Roger Huff  
June 10, 2020 

Response I5-1 
The comment notes the length and content of the Draft EIR, their challenge with accessing the document online or 
the paper copy at the TCPUD offices. The comment expresses that the July 17 public meeting date and July 24 public 
review deadline do not provide sufficient time to access, review, compile, and submit comments on the Draft EIR. The 
comment also notes that the Office of Planning and Research website states that CEQA establishes a minimum 
requirement for public review and lead agencies may use their discretion to extend the review time period. The 
comment requests the schedule for the public meeting and public comment deadline be relaxed. See responses to 
comments I1-1 and I4-1 that address concerns related to access to the Draft EIR document and the time period for 
public review of the Draft EIR.  
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Letter I6 Roger Huff  
June 11, 2020 

Response I6-1 
The comment asks if the public meeting space on July 17 would provide sufficient space to allow for social distancing 
by attendees and if members of the public could bring PowerPoint slides on thumb drives to augment their oral 
comments. The public meeting was held as a virtual meeting; thus, there was no need to ensure space for social 
distancing. Oral comments were accepted during the public meeting and written comments were accepted through 
the close of the public review period on July 24. No further response is required. 
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Letter I7 Roger Huff  
June 12, 2020 

Response I7-1 
The comment asks if their request to postpone the Draft EIR public meeting on July 17 and deadline for public 
comments was accepted. The comment notes the TCPUD space might not provide sufficient space for social 
distancing. See response to comment I4-1 that addresses concerns related to postponing the July 17 public meeting. 
See response to comment I6-1 that discusses the meeting was held as a virtual meeting, which addresses concerns 
related to social distancing. 
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Letter I8 Bonnie Dodge  
June 13, 2020 

Response I8-1 
The comment includes a request to extend the public review and comment deadline. The comment also includes a 
copy of comment letter I5, which is responded to in response to comment I5-1. See response to comment I4-1, which 
addresses the comment’s request to extend the public review period. 
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Letter I9 Roger Huff  
June 15, 2020 

Response I9-1 
The comment asks if their request to postpone the Draft EIR public meeting on July 17 was accepted. The comment 
notes the TCPUD space might not provide sufficient space for social distancing. This comment is nearly identical to an 
earlier comment submitted by the author of this letter. See response to comment I7-1. 
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Letter I10 Alex Lesser  
June 23, 2020 

Response I10-1 
The comment refers to the text following Table 2-5 on page 2-24 in Chapter 2, “Description of the Proposed Project 
and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” and expresses concern that the proposed lodge would be owned by TCCSEA but 
located on publicly owned land. TCPUD and TCCSEA have not finalized ownership details for the Schilling Lodge. This 
comment does not raise environmental issues or concerns regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the 
Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I10-2 
The comment refers to the text following Table 2-5 on page 2-24 in Chapter 2, “Description of the Proposed Project 
and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” of the Draft EIR and expresses concern about TCCSEA having primary control 
over event bookings for both the new facility and the Highlands Community Center. It was not TCPUD’s intention to 
relinquish control for booking events at the Highlands Community Center to TCCSEA. Thus, the “Highlands 
Community Center” section on page 2-24 is revised in this Final EIR to clarify that TCPUD would be in control of 
booking community use of or events at the Highlands Community Center. This change is presented below and in 
Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR,” in this Final EIR. This clarification does not alter the conclusions with respect to 
the significance of any environmental impact. 

The last paragraph on page 2-24 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

Where feasible and possible, requests for use of the Existing Lodge community space would be directed to 
TCCSEA for primary consideration to access and use the Schilling Lodge. In instances where the Schilling 
Lodge is not available, the Highlands Community Center could be made available to the community, but 
only under the number and type of requests as described in Table 2-5. TCPUD would be in control of any 
community use of or events at the Highlands Community Center. These uses could include community 
meetings, recreation classes, special events, multi-purpose room, fundraisers, and would comply with the 
current patron capacity of the building and parking lot. While community use of the Highlands Community 
Center would be considered secondary to the Schilling Lodge, other specific future TCPUD uses that would 
be a change from proposed and existing uses are unknown at this time and are therefore not considered 
part of this Project. Over time, TCPUD would assess improvement needs, such as rehabilitation or upgrades, 
but would continue to use the Highlands Community Center in a manner consistent with TCPUD public 
facilities. Cross-country skiers, hikers, trail runners, and mountain bikers could continue to park at the 
Highlands Community Center and access nearby trails from that location. TCPUD would staff the Highlands 
Community Center only as needed. 

Response I10-3 
The comment takes issue with the use of the term “repurposed” or “adaptive reuse” in the Draft EIR with respect to 
the Schilling Lodge. The Draft EIR clearly states that repurposing the historic structure from a former residence to a 
new lodge is one of the objectives of the Project (see eighth bullet on page 2-6 of Chapter 2, “Description of the 
Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” of the Draft EIR). Section 2.5.1, “Project Characteristics,” in 
Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR describes the adaptive reuse of the Schilling residence, explains in detail the proposed 
changes (including renovation and additions to the original building), and quantifies the sizes of various areas inside 
the proposed Schilling Lodge in Table 2-2 on page 2-12 of the Draft EIR. Figure 2-3 provides a site plan that shows 
the various new spaces and uses in the Schilling Lodge and delineates the component of the building that would 
comprise the expansion (see page 2-8 of the Draft EIR). Figure 2-4 provides a visual representation of the Schilling 
Lodge in its repurposed state (see page 2-9). These details are necessarily disclosed at this stage of the Project (as 
they have been in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR) to allow for adequate environmental analysis of the proposed Project 
throughout the Draft EIR. 
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Response I10-4 
The comment asserts that the use of the terms “community uses” and “community needs” are misleading since the 
Project is designed around TCCSEA’s membership and commercial activities.  

As described throughout Chapter 2, “Project Description of the Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” 
of the Draft EIR,” the proposed Project would provide a number of opportunities for community use of the Schilling 
Lodge consistent with current public use at the Existing Lodge. The following is a list of community uses that are 
described in more detail under Section 2.5.1, “Project Characteristics,” in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR and could be 
supported by the year-round facility:  

 professionally operated access to public outdoor recreation spaces; 

 community ski programs for skiers of all ages; 

 volunteer opportunities for trail maintenance; 

 existing uses that would continue with no fees include school district sporting events, Boy Scout meetings, and 
fundraising events for other non-profits; 

 continuation of existing large special events (e.g., Great Ski Race); and 

 members of the community, small local community and non-profit organizations, and larger organizations may 
also book the Schilling Lodge for small meetings, private gatherings, or other private events (e.g., running, skiing, 
and biking day camps). 

Additionally, Tahoe XC is a community amenity, providing opportunities for cross-country skiing and snowshoeing for 
the general public. The Schilling Lodge would enhance the experience for skiers by providing expanded space for 
public use lockers, restrooms, first aid, wax rooms, a team room, meeting space, and staff space.  

As described on page 2-5 of Chapter 2 in the Draft EIR, the Existing Lodge does not provide adequate space for existing 
wintertime use and future winter and summer use (e.g., insufficient space for staff, storage, equipment repair, etc.).  

Response I10-5 
The comment expresses disagreement with the statement made in Section 3.2.1 of the Draft EIR that the proposed 
Project would have a less-than-significant impact on aesthetics in the Highlands neighborhood. The analysis of the 
potential for the proposed Project to have an adverse effect on aesthetics is provided on page 3-7 of the Draft EIR. 
The analysis notes that the proposed Project site was preferred over other locations because it minimized visibility to 
neighbors while also providing beneficial views of the surrounding forested area from the facility. Views from private 
property are not specifically protected, beyond those protections that might be secondary benefits of implementing 
the Area Plan and TRPA design standards, guidelines, and height restrictions in new developments. The analysis is 
revised below and in Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR,” in this Final EIR to address editorial issues but the impact 
conclusion is not changed. 

The fourth paragraph on page 3-7 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:  

Because the proposed Project and Alternative A would be designed to blend with the natural setting and be 
compatible within the context of the both sites and the surroundings in compliance with applicable regulations, 
neither would degrade the existing visual character or quality of the either site nor their surroundings. 
Additionally, the proposed Project and Alternative A would be consistent with the height and design standards 
required by the Area Plan or the TRPA Scenic Quality Improvement Program or Design Review Guidelines. 

This comment does not provide any specific evidence to support their claim that the Project’s impact on aesthetics in 
the Highlands neighborhood would not be less than significant. The comment is noted for consideration by the 
TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Response I10-6 
The comment disagrees that administrative procedures could reduce the potential impacts of locating hundreds of 
gallons of flammable fuel and other hazardous materials beside two schools with one emergency response and 
evacuation route to a less-than-significant level.  

The Draft EIR acknowledges the existing use of hazardous materials at the Existing Lodge and continuing use of 
hazardous materials at the Schilling Lodge on page 3-9 of the Draft EIR: 

During operation of the Schilling Lodge, future use and storage of hazardous materials would include 
fertilizers and pesticides typically used for landscaping and household cleaners that would be used for 
routine maintenance and would be similar to those used under existing conditions. Hazardous materials 
similar to those used during construction could also be used periodically as part of operation, maintenance, 
and repair of infrastructure, equipment, and facilities. Winter operations would also continue to conduct 
limited refueling for onsite equipment at the proposed Project site or Alternative A site consistent with 
existing conditions. 

The hazards and hazardous materials regulations and standards summarized under Section 3.2.3, “Hazards and 
Hazardous Materials,” on pages 3-9 through 3-10 of the Draft EIR are set by regulatory agencies to protect the health 
and safety of a community. Thus it can be reasonably assumed that compliance with these regulations would be 
sufficient to minimize impacts from hazardous materials stored and used for the Project. As discussed on page 3-11 of 
the Draft EIR, any potential hazards associated with the use, storage, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials 
over the course of constructing the Project or during operation of the Project would be avoided or minimized 
through compliance with these regulations.  

The Project site is designated “Recreation” and per the Area Plan (Section 1.06.B in the Implementing Regulations) 
and TRPA Code Section 21.3.1.E, accessory uses for lands under the Recreation designation includes maintenance 
facilities. Thus, maintenance facilities such as those associated with the Project that would include storage of fuel (see 
response to comment A3-2 that addresses storage of fuel at Tahoe XC) are an allowed use at the proposed Project 
site and Alternative A site. 

See response to comment I10-7, which addresses concerns related to emergency response and evacuation. 

The comment does not provide any specific evidence that compliance with existing regulations applicable to the use, 
storage, and disposal of hazardous materials and emergency planning would not reduce or avoid potentially 
significant impacts. See response to comment A3-2, which identifies revisions to Chapter 2, “Description of the 
Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” and Section 3.2.3, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials,” in the 
Draft EIR that clarify the present and future use of the fuel tank to support Tahoe XC operations. The comment is 
noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I10-7 
The comment disagrees that allowing up to 100 more vehicles per day onto the only emergency response and 
evacuation route for the schools would be a less-than-significant impact.  

The comment is inaccurate in its characterization of the number of new Project-generated trips. Please see pages 3.5-
13 through 3.5-17 of the Draft EIR for a detailed description of trip generation. As stated on page 3-12 under the 
discussion of potential impacts to an emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan under Section 3.2.3, 
“Hazards and Hazardous Materials,” in the Draft EIR, “the Project-generated traffic, including for special events, would 
be appropriate to the capacity of the facility and therefore would not generate traffic volumes that would physically 
interfere with implementation of an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.” Also stated 
on page 3-12, the Project would be required to develop and implement an Emergency Preparedness and Evacuation 
Plan consistent with Government Code Section 65302(g) and Placer County Tahoe Basin Area Plan Policy NH-P-6. 

This comment does not provide any specific evidence to support their claim that the Project’s impact on emergency 
response and evacuation would not be less than significant. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD 
Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Response I10-8 
The comment questions whether TCPUD agrees with the assumptions made in Section 3.2.9, “Wildfire,” in the Draft 
EIR related to visitor use, activities, and events as they relate to wildfire risk. The comment inaccurately states that 
Section 3.2.9 states that the Project would not attract more visitors. See the seventh full paragraph on page 3-15 of 
the Draft EIR, which begins, “Implementation of the Project would result in an increase in the number of visitors to the 
Schilling Lodge relative to existing conditions.”  

Pages 3-15 through 3-16 of the Draft EIR, explains components of the Project that would reduce or avoid the 
potential for increasing wildfire risks as follows: 

Operations at the Schilling Lodge would include defensible space of at least 100 feet and would implement 
other applicable requirements of the Uniform Fire Code, Uniform Building Code, and NTFPD Fire Code 
requirements, including ignition-resistant construction, automatic interior fire sprinklers, onsite fire hydrant 
minimum flows, and adequate emergency and fire apparatus access. Additionally, both the proposed Project 
and Alternative A would not include any outdoor Project components, such as fire rings, that would pose a 
wildfire ignition threat. The Schilling Lodge would include one indoor gas fireplace.  

This comment does not provide any specific evidence to support the comment’s claim that the Project’s impact on 
wildfire risk would not be less than significant. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during 
the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I10-9 
The comment expresses disagreement with the conclusion in Impact 3.3-4 of the Draft EIR that the proposed Project 
is not expected to substantially affect important wildlife movement corridors, and references common species such as 
black bear and coyote. As discussed in Impact 3.3-4 under Section 3.3, “Biological Resources,” disruption of potential 
wildlife movements could result from vegetation removal and facility construction but the impact would be less than 
significant. While the presence of wildlife exists in the area, the proposed Project site and Alternative A site are not likely 
to function as an important corridor due to existing human disturbance levels; lack of high-quality forage and cover; and 
habitat fragmentation and degradation from residential, recreation, commercial, and other uses on and near the site, 
and adjacent roads and associated edge effects. The comment offers no specific information or evidence that the 
analysis presented in the EIR is inadequate; therefore, no further response can be provided. 

Response I10-10 
The comment is related to the potential for the proposed Project to qualify as “Rehabilitation” under the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards.  

The definition of “Rehabilitation” is not dependent on the outcome of the work done on a historic structure; it is a 
term meant to provide guidance on the appropriate type of treatment. The U.S. National Park Service (NPS) has 
developed definitions for the four major treatments that may be applied to historic structures: preservation, 
rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction, as described on page 3.4-2 of Section 3.4, “Archaeological, Historical, 
and Tribal Cultural Resources,” in the Draft EIR. The appropriate treatment, whether preservation, rehabilitation, 
restoration, and reconstruction, is dependent on the historical significance, physical condition, proposed use, and 
intended interpretation of the structure.  

Rehabilitation is defined as “the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, 
alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or 
architectural values” (NPS 2020a). Because the building is already dismantled and in storage, and proposed to be 
reconstructed with alterations and additions in conversion to a public use once relocated to the site, the treatment 
“Rehabilitation” is appropriate. This means that the “Rehabilitation” section of the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Guidelines should be the guiding source for work done on the building, which includes preserving historical features.  
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Response I10-11 
The comment expresses concern that the Draft EIR does not address requests by multiple residents that the Project 
be analyzed for the increased car and bus traffic safety risks to pedestrians (i.e., residents, neighborhood students, 
gym classes) that routinely use the segment of Polaris Road between the schools and Heather Lane.  

Please see Master Response 1: Transportation Safety. The comment does not provide any data or evidence to 
contradict the conclusions of the transportation analysis related to roadway safety in the Draft EIR. Therefore, no 
further response is necessary. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 

Response I10-12 
The comment poses the question as to whether it is acceptable to allow construction that could potentially result 
in lane/street closures, redirection of traffic, staging of heavy (idling) vehicles in a residential neighborhood with 
two schools. 

Impact 3.5-5 starting on page 3.5-28 of the Draft EIR addresses potential construction-related traffic impacts resulting 
from implementation of the Project and includes Mitigation Measure 3.5-5, which requires the applicant to prepare and 
implement a temporary traffic control plan during construction activities. Additionally, as noted on page 2-22 in Chapter 
2, “Description of the Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” in the Draft EIR, “Construction staging would 
be accomplished on the Project site or with approval from Tahoe Truckee School District, on the adjacent parking lot for 
North Tahoe High School and North Tahoe School when school is not in session.” Thus, the comment’s assumption that 
heavy vehicles would be staged on residential streets is inaccurate. The question posed in the comment does not raise 
any CEQA issues or address the adequacy of the EIR analysis. No further response is necessary. The comment is noted 
for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I10-13 
The comment takes issues with the concept of carbon credits that are referenced in Section 3.6.1 of the Draft EIR. 
Section 3.6, “Air Quality,” makes mention of mitigation fees on page 3.6-6 under the summary of Mitigation 
Measure 11-2a from the Area Plan EIR/EIS. Mitigation Measure 11-2a lists participation in PCAPCD’s offsite mitigation 
program (i.e., Land Use Air Quality Mitigation Fund) as a mechanism to reduce construction emissions to less-than-
significant levels. The Land Use Air Quality Mitigation Fund, overseen by PCAPCD, is intended to be used to reduce 
Project-related emissions of criteria air pollutants and ozone precursors when onsite mitigation is insufficient to offset 
significant emissions. Mitigation fees may be utilized once all feasible onsite mitigation has been exhausted and is not 
a mitigation pathway to excuse Project-generated emissions. Rather, the Land Use Air Quality Mitigation Fund uses 
mitigation fees to fund other air pollution–reducing projects within PCAPCD’s jurisdiction when onsite mitigation has 
already been implemented. Moreover, the Project and Alternative A would not generate construction emissions in 
exceedance of PCAPCD’s recommended mass daily thresholds of significance for criteria air pollutants and ozone 
precursors (see Tables 3.6-4 and 3.6-5 in the Draft EIR).  

Page 3.6-4 of the Draft EIR summarizes TRPA’s Traffic and Air Quality Mitigation Program (Section 65.2 of the TRPA 
Code of Ordinances [TRPA Code]), which requires that a project that would result in additional trip generation pay a 
mitigation fee based on TRPA assessment. This is a regulatory requirement of TRPA and is not intended to be used as 
a significance determination during CEQA review. The Project would be beholden to this TRPA requirement 
regardless of the CEQA significance determination.  

The comment is opinion based and does not address the adequacy of the Draft EIR. No edits to Draft EIR are needed. 
The comment is noted and no further response is required. 

Response I10-14 
The commenter questions whether there are no other sensitive receptors in addition to those referenced on 
page 3.6-12 of the Draft EIR. Paragraph 2 on page 3.6-12 summarizes the existing sensitive receptors near the Project 
site by stating:  
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[s]ensitive receptors near the proposed Project and Alternative A sites include students at the North Tahoe 
High School and North Tahoe Middle School and residences along project roadways (such as Polaris Road 
and Country Club Drive). Based on data from the 2019/2020 school year, 398 and 446 students were enrolled 
in North Tahoe High School and North Tahoe Middle School, respectively (Public School Review 2019a and 
2019b). There are no other sensitive receptors within the vicinity of the proposed Project and Alternative A. 

As discussed in the Draft EIR, sensitive receptors, defined as residential dwellings, schools, hospitals, playgrounds, and 
similar facilities that support populations more sensitive to exposure to air pollution, the Project site is within the 
vicinity of residents along Polaris Road and Country Club Drive, and students at North Tahoe High School and North 
Tahoe Middle School. These receptors were identified to evaluate localized air pollution impacts (TACs, particularly 
diesel PM). Diesel PM is shown to disperse up to 80 percent at approximately 1,000 feet from the source (CARB 2005). 
Using 1,000 feet as a standard to evaluate diesel PM, the aforementioned sensitive receptors are the only receptors 
within the vicinity of the Project site. The comment is noted and no further response is required. 

Response I10-15 
The comment disagrees with the use of the Project traffic data in the air quality analysis. The Transportation Analysis 
prepared by LSC included in Appendix D of the Draft EIR was developed using existing vehicle trip generation rates 
because the ITE Trip Generation Manual does not have a standard land use for a cross-country ski lodge. The findings 
of the report are considered substantial evidence pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15384(b) as evidence 
supported by “facts, reasonably assumption predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.” As the 
lead agency, TCPUD is provided the discretion to select the model or methodology most appropriate to enable 
decision makers to intelligently take into account a project’s contribution to a significant environmental impact. The 
conclusion of the Transportation Analysis (Appendix D of the Draft EIR) informed the estimation of air pollution from 
new vehicle movements associated with implementation of the Project. As summarized in Tables 3.6-6 and 3.6-7 in 
the Draft EIR, implementation of the proposed Project and Alternative A would not introduce mobile-source 
emissions in exceedance of PCAPCD’s significance criteria. No edits to the Draft EIR are needed. The comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 

Response I10-16 
The comment describes a scenario in June where residents used rakes and shovels to prevent a brush fire from 
spreading on land near residences in the Highlands neighborhood. The comment asserts there was no water pressure 
due to activities at the school. The comment asks if TCPUD agrees with the assertion that no mitigation measures 
would be required at Site D in light of TRPA Policy PS-2.3 and North Tahoe Fire Protection District (NTFPD) Code that 
place limitations on development if there is not adequate water for domestic use and fire protection.  

Under Impact 3.11-1 in Section 3.11, “Utilities,” in the Draft EIR explains in the first paragraph on page 3.11-11, that 
TCPUD has sufficient water supplies available to meet current and projected water demands in their service area 
during normal, single dry, and multiple dry water years. Additionally, on page 3.11-11 the analysis states, “Additionally, 
TCPUD has indicated that the water supply infrastructure that the proposed Project would connect to would be 
sufficient to serve the proposed Project, including meeting fire flow requirements (Homolka, pers. comm., 2017).” 
Thus, the Draft EIR has analyzed the ability of TCPUD’s water supply and infrastructure to meet the water demand of 
the proposed Project and ability to meet minimum fire flow standards at the proposed Project site. For the reasons 
described herein, the comment’s claims that no mitigation measures would be required to ensure the proposed 
Project is served by adequate water for domestic use and fire protection are inaccurate. 

In an email from Matt Homolka, Assistant General Manager and District Engineer of TCPUD, to Roger Huff, resident 
or property owner in the Highlands neighborhood, Mr. Homolka provided the following information related to the 
fire in June and availability of water supply to the proposed Project site (Homolka, pers. comm., 2020): 

Your assertion that “The current water supply to that area of the Highlands has very serious real world 
limitations when it comes to major firefighting requirements” is incorrect and without basis. In fact, the water 
supply in that area of Polaris Road is one of the most robust water supply areas within the District, specifically 
as a result of the North Tahoe High/Middle School (NTHMS) located at the end of the road. That area is 
located in what is called the “Upper Highlands Pressure Zone” of the Tahoe City Sub-Regional Water System. 
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This pressure zone was created during the reconstruction of the NTHMS in 2006. This pressure zone is 
served by a 1.1 million gallon water storage tank with the ability to add up to 750 gallons per minute (gpm) 
by pumping. Further, this system was designed to supply fire hydrants with at least 2,000 gpm of fire-fighting 
flow for 4 hours and in many cases well exceeds that design standard. This is far in excess of typical 
residential neighborhoods and was done to meet the fire flow requirements of the NTHMS. The system 
pressure in the area of this incident is 68 pounds per square inch (psi) and the water service pressure at your 
house is 54 psi. 

Your anecdotal statement that there was no water pressure from a garden hose is confusing, but certainly 
not evidence of any issue with the water supply system. We are unaware of the condition or configuration of 
the private water service or house plumbing nor the length, size, or condition of the garden hose or whether 
it was kinked in the panic to put out a fire. We are confused by your claim that this lack of pressure was 
caused by activities at the school. As you know, the school was not occupied during that time and, 
regardless, the school’s normal water demands would have no impact on water service flow to your property. 
During that week, we know that NTFPD was training in the area. However, their reported water usage on 
May 28th would not explain a loss of pressure to the house service. 

Response I10-17 
The comment disagrees with the approach in the Draft EIR used to estimate the water needs of the proposed Project 
that would be greater than and on the same water supply line as several schools based on the current Highlands 
Community Center. The water demand estimate represents a proportional increase based on a water demand factor 
developed from past water use data from 2014-2017 that was provided by TCPUD, the water supplier to the 
Highlands neighborhood, and multiplied by the total square footage of the proposed Schilling Lodge (see the 
“Methods and Assumptions” section on pages 3.11-7 through 3.11-8 of Section 3.11, “Utilities,” in the Draft EIR). This 
comment does not provide any specific evidence that the water demand analysis in the Draft EIR is inadequate, 
inaccurate, or incomplete. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 

Response I10-18 
The comment suggests the Draft EIR analyze an alternative that considers no expansion to the original Schilling 
residence building, minimal internal modifications, limiting the parking onsite while also minimizing on-street parking, 
and transfer ownership to TCPUD. Three reduced size alternatives were analyzed in the Draft EIR (Site A – Reduced 
Project on page 4-3 in Chapter 4, “Alternatives,” of the Draft EIR, Site A – Modified Project on page 4-10, and Site D – 
Reduced Project on page 4-15). The Site D – Reduced Project also included a reduced number of parking spaces.  

Site A – Reduced Project would include a 6,229-square foot (sq. ft.) building. This alternative was dismissed because 
(see page 4-3): 

Although this alternative may reduce some environmental effects of the proposed Project (e.g., incrementally 
smaller increase in traffic), it was rejected from further evaluation because it would not have sufficient space 
to meet the needs of existing and future operational needs of the Project applicant (e.g., open interior space 
for a gear rental area) and would not substantially reduce any adverse environmental effects, as compared to 
the proposed Project. Additionally, due to the distance from the school, the location of this alternative would 
be less ideal than the proposed Project site for a shared parking agreement with the school for parking 
during special events. 

The Site A – Modified Project alternative would include a 6,229-square foot building and would retain the Existing 
Lodge. Due to the configuration of the buildings, this alternative would result in a greater footprint than the 
proposed Project or Alternative A (Site A – Full Project), but would result in less new coverage than for the proposed 
Project (see page 4-10).  
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The Site D – Reduced Project alternative would include a 6,229-sq. ft. building. Because of the reduced number of 
parking spaces (65 total parking spaces), this alternative was found to result in the potential for parking to spillover 
onto adjacent residential roadways or the adjacent high school and middle school on peak days would be 
incrementally greater than with the proposed Project (see page 4-17).  

As further discussed on page 4-22:  

The lodge associated with the proposed Project and Alternative A best meet the project objective to address 
operational deficiencies by providing adequate space for all aspect of operations at Tahoe XC. Because the 
total building area for the Site A – Modified Project and Site D – Reduced Project alternatives would be 
about 1,500 sq. ft. smaller and 3,900 sq. ft. smaller, respectively, than the proposed Project and Alternative A, 
these alternatives would not meet this objective as well. 

From a functional perspective, the reduced size Schilling Lodge alternatives would not meet some of the Project 
objectives (e.g., address operational deficiencies in the current facility and improve financial viability) as well as the 
proposed Project. These alternatives include a Schilling Lodge that would be smaller than that of the proposed 
Project or Alternative A and the analysis in Chapter 4, “Alternatives,” but larger than that proposed in the comment. 
Thus, it can be assumed that the comment’s proposed alternative with a smaller lodge would also not achieve Project 
objectives. Further, the analysis of Site D – Reduced Project alternative that proposed fewer parking spaces than the 
proposed Project and Alternative A also demonstrated that the comment’s proposal for reduced parking was 
considered and determined to not achieve some of the Project objectives and would not remedy issues with getting 
visitors from parking on the neighborhood streets. 

Ownership of the Schilling Lodge by TCCSEA or TCPUD has yet to be determined and is not an environmental issue 
under CEQA. Its consideration as part of an alternative is not necessary. 

As noted on page 4-1 of Chapter 4, “Alternatives,” in the Draft EIR: 

The California Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 15126.6(a) (State CEQA Guidelines) requires EIRs to describe 
“… a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly 
attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant 
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not consider 
every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, it must consider a range of potentially feasible alternatives 
that will avoid or substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts of a project, and foster informed 
decision making and public participation.  

Although the comment’s suggested alternative would propose a lodge with a smaller square footage and reduced 
parking lot, it would not avoid potentially significant impacts that are identified for the proposed Project. It should be 
noted that neither the proposed Project nor Alternative A would result in any significant and unavoidable impacts. 
Because this alternative would still involve construction activities, this alternative would still likely result in: 

 Removal of some trees greater than 30 inches dbh;  

 Construction and operation of new facilities in habitats that may provide suitable habitat for special-status plants;  

 Ground disturbance that would potentially encounter previously unknown archaeological resources, tribal cultural 
resources, or human remains;  

 Construction-related impacts on traffic;  

 An increase in daily VMT; 

 An increase in GHG emissions; 

 Construction noise and vibration; 

 Operational event noise; and 

 The potential need to upgrade the 6-inch water line in Country Club Drive to meet fire flow requirements if this 
alternative would be located at Site A. 
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Thus, for the reasons described above, the comment’s suggested alternative would not meet all of the Project 
objectives, is not substantially different than other alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIR, and would not avoid or 
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the Project is not considered for further analysis or consideration in 
the EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I10-19 
The comment requests clarification if alcohol would be permitted on the premises of the Schilling Lodge. The 
comment is correct that the café would not sell alcohol. As stated under the “Special Events” section on page 2-14 of 
Chapter 2, “Description of the Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” all event applications would be 
reviewed by TCCSEA for the presence of alcohol among other components of the event to determine if the event 
complies with the policies of the Management Plan and consistency with the types of events that are allowed at the 
Schilling Lodge. Additionally, the Management Plan policy related to onsite alcohol for the Schilling Lodge is the 
same as is presently implemented for the Existing Lodge. The comment’s concern about the presence of alcohol on 
the property does not raise environmental issues or concerns regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of 
the Draft EIR. No further response is required. 

Response I10-20 
The comments asks if the Project-generated addition of up to 100 more cars and buses, current speeding, history of 
crashes on steep icy sections, pedestrians upon a street without sidewalks, restricted corner sight distance, and 
congesting the only emergency response and evacuation route for two schools would result in a significant traffic 
safety impact. 

Please see Master Response 1: Transportation Safety. The comment does not provide any data or evidence to 
contradict the conclusions of the transportation analysis related to roadway safety in the Draft EIR. Therefore, no 
further response is necessary. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of 
the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I11 Roland and Cheryl Stewart 
June 23, 2020 

Response I11-1 
The comment notes they are homeowners on Polaris Road and expresses opposition to the proposed Project being 
located at Site D. The comment describes perceived traffic issues on Polaris Road. 

See Master Response 1, “Traffic Safety,” which addresses the concern related to additional traffic and associated safety 
risks from the proposed Project. This comment does not provide any specific evidence that the traffic safety analysis in 
the EIR is inadequate, inaccurate, or incomplete. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during 
the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I11-2 
The comment asserts that Alternative A would not result in a number of effects, including creating more hazardous 
traffic for residents, more traffic on Polaris, construction of another building, and more pollution and environmental 
damage among other conditions. The comment asserts that if the Project is intended to improve the cross-country 
lodge, there is not a reason for another location.  

See Master Response 1: Transportation Safety, which addresses concerns related to hazardous traffic. The comment is 
correct that Alternative A would result in less traffic than the proposed Project, but as described herein the 
significance level of transportation-related impacts are the same for the proposed Project and Alternative A.  

The potential transportation impacts of the proposed Project and Alternative A are analyzed under “Environmental 
Effects of the Project,” beginning on page 3.5-19 in Section 3.5, “Transportation,” in the Draft EIR. A comparison of the 
transportation impacts of the proposed Project and Alternative A is provided in Section 4.8.3, “Transportation Impacts,” 
on page 4-21 of Chapter 4, “Alternatives,” in the Draft EIR. Here the analysis acknowledges that the proposed Project 
would alter the pattern of vehicle traffic in the Highlands neighborhood and could add traffic on Polaris Road at times 
when vehicles are also traveling to and from North Tahoe High School and North Tahoe Middle School; however, as 
discussed in Impacts 3.5-1 and 3.5-2 in Section 3.5, “Transportation,” neither implementation of the proposed Project 
nor Alternative would degrade intersection or roadway operations to unacceptable levels or exceed Placer County’s 
threshold for 2,500 vehicles per day on a residential street. Additionally, the analysis concludes that although the 
increase in unmitigated VMT would be greater under the proposed Project and Site D – Reduced Project alternative 
than with Alternative A and the Site A – Modified Project alternative, the proposed Project and all alternatives would be 
required to mitigate the net increase in VMT over the existing amount of VMT so that there are no unmitigated VMT. 
Thus, there is no difference in the level of significance in the impact between the proposed Project and Alternative A 
related to traffic. 

With regard to the comment’s assertion that the area is maxed out with traffic, Impact 3.5-1 beginning on page 3.5-19 
of Section 3.5, “Transportation,” in the Draft EIR concludes that the level of service (LOS) of intersections in the study 
area would continue to operate at an acceptable LOS and would not substantially worsen under either the proposed 
Project or Alternative A. The Draft EIR also analyzed the potential for the proposed Project and Alternative A to 
determine whether or not implementation would cause a residential roadway to exceed its design capacity and 
warrant implementation of traffic calming measures (see Impact 3.5-2 beginning on page 3.5-21 of the Draft EIR). The 
analysis concluded that although the proposed Project would generate greater average daily trips, both the 
proposed Project and Alternative A: 

….would not alter travel patterns or increase traffic volumes to the extent that the capacity of a residential 
roadway would be exceeded. Because Project-related traffic would not cause traffic volumes on residential 
roadways to exceed Placer County’s 2,500 vehicles per day standard for residential roadways, this impact 
would be less than significant for the proposed Project and Alternative A.  
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The comments related to Alternative A resulting in a slight expansion, will be less expensive, proximity to cross-
country trails, does not require the construction and development of an unnecessary site and building, and is the 
logical solution for the residents in the Highlands neighborhood are noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board 
during the review of the merits of the Project.  

With regard to the comment that Alternative A would require a slight expansion, both the proposed Project and 
Alternative A would result in the Schilling Lodge that would be the same size and layout, which is included in the 
footnote to Table 2-1 (see page 2-6 of the Draft EIR) and described under Section 2.6, “Unique Features of the 
Proposed Project and Alternative A,” on page 2-23 of the Draft EIR:  

The characteristics of the adaptive reuse of the Schilling residence and Schilling Lodge operations associated 
with the proposed Project and the Alternative A would be the same and are described above under 
Section 2.4, “Tahoe Cross-Country Lodge Replacement and Expansion Project.”  

With regard to the comment that the Existing Lodge location has worked well for years, the inadequacies of the 
current location and lodge for the purposes of Tahoe XC are listed on page 2-5 in Chapter 2, “Description of the 
Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail.” Some of the existing inadequacies listed there include lack of 
space for a number of operational components for Tahoe XC, limited storage, connectivity between the Existing 
Lodge and beginner terrain, and inadequate parking. Thus, while it is true that the Existing Lodge has been in 
operation for many years, the location has not worked well operationally for Tahoe XC. Additionally, as stated, under 
Section 2.4, “Project Objectives,” on pages 2-6 and 2-7 of the Draft EIR, TCPUD and the applicant (TCCSEA) are 
undertaking the Project for a variety of reasons that are identified as Project objectives.  

The comment stating that Alternative A would create far less pollution and environmental damage is not supported 
by evidence in the comment. Section 4.8, “Environmentally Superior Alternative,” beginning on page 4-20 of the Draft 
EIR compares the potential impacts of the proposed Project to Alternative A and other alternatives selected for 
further evaluation (see Sections 4.4 through 4.6 in Chapter 4, “Alternatives”) to determine which alternative would 
result in the least impact on the environment. Section 4.8.5, “Conclusion,” on page 4-22 of the Draft EIR states:  

The potential environmental impacts and benefits that would result from implementation of the proposed 
Project and the action alternatives are substantially similar in magnitude. The proposed Project and the action 
alternatives would not result in any significant and unavoidable impacts. The comparison of the action 
alternatives in Table 4-2 indicates that the proposed Project and Site D – Reduced Project alternative would 
have fewer potentially significant impacts that would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with 
implementation of mitigation compared to Alternative A and the Site A – Modified Project alternative. The Site 
A alternatives would result in potential impacts to water supply that do not apply to the Site D alternatives. As 
described above, from a functional perspective, Alternative A, Site A – Modified Project alternative, and Site D – 
Reduced Project alternative would also not meet some of the project objectives as well as the proposed Project. 
For these reasons, the proposed Project would be the environmental superior alternative. 

Thus, the proposed Project was determined to be the environmentally superior alternative.  

The comment does not provide evidence that the Draft EIR is inadequate, inaccurate, or incomplete. The comment is 
noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I12 William Sharbrough 
June 23, 2020 

Response I12-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author, summarizes benefits of the proposed 
Project, and expresses support for the proposed Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD 
Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I13 Sharon Buss 
June 26, 2020 

Response I13-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author, summarizes benefits of the proposed 
Project, and expresses support for the proposed Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD 
Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I14 Rick Ganong 
June 27, 2020 

Response I14-1 
The comment expresses support for the analysis in the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the 
TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I15 Debbie Kelly-Hogan 
June 29, 2020 

Response I15-1 
The comment notes that the Draft EIR was detailed, complete, and accurate and expresses support for the analysis of 
the EIR and for the proposed Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review 
of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I16 David Schwisow 
July 2, 2020 

Response I16-1 
The comment notes they are a resident located two houses from the proposed Project site and opposes the Project 
at this location. The comment notes the belief that there is already an unsafe amount of traffic on Polaris Road. The 
comment also explains that it is difficult to pull onto Polaris Road with school traffic. The comment suggests that to 
meet the needs of beginner cross-country skiers, the Project should grade the hill to make it flatter instead of 
building a new lodge.  

See Master Response 1: Transportation Safety, which addresses concerns related to unsafe traffic on Polaris Road as a 
result of the proposed Project. See response to comment I11-2, which summarizes the transportation analysis in the 
Draft EIR related to increased vehicle trips that would occur with implementation of the proposed Project.  

See response to comment I11-2, which also discusses operational inadequacies associated with the Existing Lodge 
and Project objectives that extend beyond simply the desire to provide improved access for visitors to beginner 
terrain. 

The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I17 Peter Werbel 
July 3, 2020 

Response I17-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author and expresses support for the analysis in the 
Draft EIR. The comment expresses the belief that, per the Draft EIR, there would not be significant detrimental 
impacts to the surrounding community. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the 
review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I18 Patti and Michael Dowden 
July 4, 2020 

Response I18-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s authors, summarizes benefits of the proposed 
Project, expresses support for the proposed Project, and expresses support for the analysis in the Draft EIR. The 
comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project.  
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Letter I19 Jan Ganong 
July 5, 2020 

Response I19-1 
The comment summarizes benefits of the proposed Project, and expresses support for the proposed Project and for 
the analysis in the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 
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Letter I20 Vicki and Roger Kahn 
July 7, 2020 

Response I20-1 
The comment agrees that there is a need to replace the Existing Lodge, notes that the Draft EIR explains why it is 
inadequate, and notes that it seems unnecessary to address the No Project Alternative. The comment summarizes the 
benefits of locating the Schilling Lodge at the proposed Project site instead of at Site A. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I20-2 
The comment notes describes some potential drawbacks of locating the Schilling Lodge at the proposed Project site; 
however, the comment expresses the belief that these impacts will be minimized through site location and design. 
The comment also summarizes the traffic impacts and notes they would not be substantively different under either 
the proposed Project or Alternative A. The comment also provides a brief summary of the involvement of local 
residents in the development of the Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the 
review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I21 Roger Huff  
July 8, 2020 

Response I21-1 
The comment describes a scenario in June where residents used rakes and shovels to prevent a brush fire from 
spreading on land near residences in the Highlands neighborhood. The comment asserts there was no water pressure 
due to activities at the school. See response to comment I10-16 that clarifies the events that occurred related to the 
brush fire mentioned in the comment. 

Response I21-2 
The comment asserts that on a normal school day, the only evacuation route would become congested with firefighting 
equipment and other emergency vehicles. Typically during an emergency situation requiring an area be evacuated, law 
enforcement and/or fire fighters facilitate the movement of evacuees from an area. Thus, the presence of firefighting 
equipment and other emergency vehicles would not interfere with the movement of evacuees out of an area.  

Response I21-3 
The comment states there is an urgent need to thin out the surface and ladder fuels on public lands. Operations at 
the Schilling Lodge would include defensible space area of at least 100 feet and would implement other applicable 
requirements of the Uniform Fire Code, Uniform Building Code, and NTFPD Fire Code requirements, including 
ignition-resistant construction, automatic interior fire sprinklers, onsite fire hydrant minimum flows, and adequate 
emergency and fire apparatus access (see Section 3.2.9, “Wildfire,” on page 3-15 of the Draft EIR). TRPA also requires 
fire protection agency pre-approval, which includes approval of final plans, as part of its permitting processes. 
Additionally, the proposed Project site and Alternative A would require removal of some trees to construct the 
Project (see Table 2-2 on page 2-12 of the Draft EIR). This comment does not raise environmental issues or concerns 
regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the EIR. 

Response I21-4 
The comment expresses concern related to the water supply infrastructure in the Highlands neighborhood related to 
water supply needs for fire suppression purposes. See response to comment I10-16, which addresses the comment’s 
concern related to water supply in the Highlands neighborhood, including water supply needed for fire suppression 
purposes. 
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Letter I22 Tom Oneill 
July 9, 2020 

Response I22-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author and expresses support for the analysis in the 
Draft EIR and for the Project. The comment expresses the belief that there would be minimal or no negative impacts 
resulting from the Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 
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Letter I23 Travis Ganong 
July 9, 2020 

Response I23-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author and expresses support for the analysis in the 
Draft EIR and for the proposed Project. The comment expresses the belief that there would be no negative impacts 
resulting from the proposed Project that could not be mitigated to less than significant. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I24 Mark Boitano 
July 10, 2020 

Response I24-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author and expresses support for the analysis in the 
and for the proposed Project. The comment expresses the belief that the two impacts found to be significant could 
be adequately mitigated. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 
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Letter I25 Roger and Janet Huff 
July 12, 2020 

Response I25-1 
The comment requests that the comment letter be read aloud and discussed during the July 17 public meeting. The 
comment provides background information and states that, as initially proposed with a 4,607 square foot building 
and to be available for general community functions and Tahoe XC, was strongly favored by residents. The comment 
notes that since then the Project has grown in size and become much more controversial. As noted under 
Section 3.3.4, “Public Meeting,” below, a letter provided by Roger and Janet Huff was read aloud at the July 17 public 
meeting. This comment does not raise environmental issues or concerns regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or 
completeness of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the 
merits of the Project. 

Response I25-2 
The comment provides an introduction to the comment letter, stating that the comments are intended to strengthen 
the Draft EIR, make the Project less controversial, and better preserve the historic structure. This comment does not 
raise environmental issues or concerns regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. The 
comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I25-3 
The comment asserts that the Draft EIR included errors identified in earlier documents, such as the names for the 
Highlands Community Center. The comment also claims the document uses ambiguous terms related to the nature 
of the proposed modifications to the building. In the first paragraph on page 2-1 of Chapter 2, “Description of the 
Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” the Highlands Community Center is identified and is also 
defined as the Existing Lodge, “The current location of the Tahoe XC is near the north shore of Lake Tahoe (see 
Figure 2-1) at the Highlands Park and Community Center (Existing Lodge), located approximately 0.65 mile from the 
proposed Project location on a site off Polaris Road.” Thus, “Highlands Community Center,” “Community Center,” and 
“Existing Lodge” are used interchangeably throughout the Draft EIR. See response to comment I10-3, which addresses 
concerns related to the nature of the proposed modifications.  

However, to clarify that these terms are used interchangeably the “Executive Summary” chapter and Chapter 2 are 
revised in this Final EIR. These changes are presented below and in Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR.” The 
clarification does not alter the conclusions with respect to the significance of any environmental impact. 

Paragraph 1 on page ES-1 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

The project applicant, the Tahoe Cross-Country Ski Education Association (TCCSEA), is proposing the Tahoe 
Cross-Country Lodge Replacement and Expansion Project (Project), which repurposes the historic Schilling 
rResidence for use as a year-round recreation facility, with adequate size and site amenities to serve existing 
and future anticipated public recreation use. With implementation of the Project, the Highlands Park and 
Community Center (Community Center or Existing Lodge) would no longer serve as the lodge for the cross-
country ski area; instead, the reconstructed Schilling rResidence would serve that purpose. The Community 
Center would be retained in its current located and operated by the Tahoe City Public Utility District (TCPUD). 

Paragraph 1 on page 2-1 of the Draft EIR is revised to read as follows: 

The Tahoe Cross-Country Lodge Replacement and Expansion Project (Project) has three (3) distinct elements: 
(1) to relocate, expand, and adaptively reconstruct the historic Schilling residence into a new building (the 
Schilling Lodge), (2) to construct associated improvements, including a driveway and parking lot, utilities, 
landscaping, and outdoor community areas, and (3) to relocate the functions and operations of the Tahoe 
Cross-Country Center (Tahoe XC) to a new location. The current location of the Tahoe XC is near the north 
shore of Lake Tahoe (see Figure 2-1) at the Highlands Park and Community Center (Community Center or 
Existing Lodge), located approximately 0.65 mile from the proposed Project location on a site off Polaris Road. 
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This comment does not provide any specific evidence that related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the 
Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I25-4 
The comment suggests the Draft EIR exploits guidance loopholes, hurries to avoid more restrictive environmental 
regulations, and pays mitigation fees to reduce impacts in some areas. To implement the Project, the analysis of 
potential environmental impacts of the Project were analyzed consistent with Section 15126.2 of the State CEQA 
Guidelines and, where required to reduce potentially significant impacts, mitigation measures were identified 
consistent with Section 15126.4 of the State CEQA Guidelines. Additionally, as discussed on page 3-2 of the Draft EIR:  

Where an existing law, regulation, or permit specifies mandatory and prescriptive actions about how to fulfill 
the regulatory requirement as part of the project definition, leaving little discretion in its implementation, and 
would avoid an impact or maintain it at a less-than-significant level, the environmental protection afforded 
by the regulation is considered before determining impact significance. 

Thus, where applicable throughout the analysis of resource impacts in Sections 3.2 through 3.11 of the Draft EIR, 
regulations or policies that apply to the Project are described and where implementation of existing regulations or 
policies would not sufficiently avoid a potentially significant impact, mitigation measures are identified and required 
to be implemented by the proposed Project. This comment does not provide any specific evidence related to the 
adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board 
during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I25-5 
The comment expresses concern related to ownership of the Schilling Lodge and control over event bookings at the 
Schilling Lodge and Highlands Community Center. See response to comment I10-1, which addresses the concern 
about lodge ownership. See response to comment I10-2, which addresses the concern related to event bookings. The 
comment expressed is not a topic that requires analysis in the EIR under CEQA.  

Response I25-6 
The comment expresses disagreement with the statement made in Section 3.2.1 of the Draft EIR that the proposed 
Project would have a less-than-significant impact on aesthetics in the Highlands neighborhood. See response to 
comment I10-5, which addresses concerns related to aesthetic impacts from the Project. This comment does not 
provide any specific evidence to support their claim that the Project’s impact on aesthetics in the Highlands 
neighborhood would not be less than significant. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board 
during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I25-7 
The comment asserts that CEQA guidance does not allow hazardous materials within 0.25-mile of a school and states 
the Draft EIR’s analysis conflicts with this guidance. Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines asks if a project would 
“emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one-
quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.” This question is generally interpreted to require the 
acknowledgement of the presence of these conditions near schools and if there would be a potentially significant 
impact, the Project would be required to identify and implement all feasible mitigation measures to reduce those 
hazards. However, as discussed under Section 3.2.3, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials,” on pages 3-9 through 3-10 
of the Draft EIR and in response to comment I10-6, compliance with regulations governing the use, storage, 
transport, and disposal of hazardous materials would avoid or minimize any potential impact; thus, no additional 
mitigation is required. Response to comment I10-6 also explains that the Project and its use of fuel at either the 
proposed Project site or Alternative A site is an allowable use.  

The use and storage of hazardous materials does occur at the schools adjacent to the proposed Project site. 
Although the building formerly used as a “bus barn” is not currently used to store buses, the building does store a 
30-gallon diesel tank and other hazardous materials are stored at the schools or in the bus barn, such as cleaners, 
fuel, and fertilizer (Rivera, pers. comm., 2020). Additionally, chemicals are stored onsite for use in science labs. Again, 
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although Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines asks whether a project would emit or handle hazardous or 
acutely hazardous materials near a school, schools themselves may use, store, and/or handle hazardous materials, 
like that which currently occurs at the North Tahoe High School and North Tahoe Middle School. 

The comment offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented in the EIR is inadequate; 
therefore, no further response can be provided. 

Response I25-8 
The comment disagrees that allowing up to 100 more vehicles per day onto the only emergency response and 
evacuation route for the schools would be a less-than-significant impact. The comment is inaccurate in its 
characterization of the number of new Project-generated trips. Please see page 3.5-13 through 3.5-17 of the Draft EIR 
for a detailed description of the trip generation. See response to comment I10-7, which addresses concerns related to 
additional vehicle traffic from the Project and potential impacts related to emergency response and evacuation. The 
comment offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented in the Draft EIR is inadequate; 
therefore, no further response can be provided. 

Response I25-9 
The comment asserts that the assumptions made in Section 3.2.9, “Wildfire,” in the Draft EIR that the proposed facility 
would not attract more visitors, most visitors would be local, and the increased number of activities and large events 
are too subjective to be used to evaluate increased wildfire risks. The comment’s statement that the Draft EIR states 
the proposed facility would not attract more visitors is incorrect (see response to comment I10-8). Also see response 
to comment I10-8, which discusses other rationale used to support the Draft EIR’s conclusion that the proposed 
Project would not exacerbate wildfire risks. The comment offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis 
presented in the Draft EIR is inadequate; therefore, no further response can be provided.  

Response I25-10 
The comment is related to the potential for the proposed Project to qualify as “Rehabilitation” under the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards. See response to comment I10-10, which describes the guidance for “Rehabilitation” under the 
Secretary of Interior’s Guidelines. The comment offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented 
in the Draft EIR is inadequate; therefore, no further response can be provided. 

Response I25-11 
The comment expresses concern that the Draft EIR does not address requests by multiple residents that the safety 
risks associated with increased traffic would have upon pedestrians (i.e., residents, neighborhood students, gym 
classes) that routinely use the segment of Polaris Road between the schools and Heather Lane be analyzed. The 
comment also asserts the trip generation assumptions used as the basis of the public safety, air quality, and noise 
analyses in the Draft EIR are too subjective. 

See response to comment O1-3, which addresses concerns about the approach used to develop the trip generation 
assumptions used in the Draft EIR. 

See Master Response 1: Transportation Safety, which addresses concerns related to traffic safety associated with the 
Project. 

The comment offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented in the Draft EIR is inadequate; 
therefore, no further response can be provided. 

Response I25-12 
The comment asserts that it is not acceptable to have lane/street closures, redirection of traffic, or staging of heavy 
vehicles on residential streets as referred to in Impact 3.5-5 of the Draft EIR. See response to comment I10-12, which 
addresses concerns regarding construction-related traffic impacts. The comment’s assumption that heavy vehicles 
would be staged on residential streets is inaccurate.  
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Response I25-13 
The comment asserts that the claim in Section 3.1.1 of the Draft EIR that no mitigation measures would be required is 
incorrect because TRPA Policy and NTFPD Code prohibits development if there is not adequate water for domestic 
use and fire protection and in light of a recent wildfire in the neighborhood. See response to comment I10-16, which 
addresses concerns related to water supply and regarding the wildfire mentioned in the comment. The comment 
offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented in the Draft EIR is inadequate; therefore, no 
further response can be provided. 

Response I25-14 
The comment notes the desire to put the Project onto a less controversial course that preserves the historic building and 
benefits a larger segment of the community, as specified and desired by the Schilling family members. See comment 
letter I75 from a member of the Schilling family that expresses support for the Project. See responses to comments I10-
10, I35-4, I41-23, and PM1-4, which provide rationale to support the conclusions in the Draft EIR that there would be no 
significant impact to the historical significance of or alter the historic character of the Schilling residence. See responses 
to comments I10-2 and I10-4 that provide rationale that the Project would serve community uses. The comment offers 
no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented in the Draft EIR is inadequate. This comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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